


The primary question posed involves inclusion in the proposed settlement 
Indian beneficiaries' resource mismanagement claims. These claims were not included 
in the Cobell complaint. ITMA has been asked why claims are now included in 

proposed settlement how they were valued as of $1.4 billion amount. 
In addition, because these claims were not included in the Cobell class, individuals are 
asking who represented these claim-holders' interests during the settlement 
negotiations and questioning the propriety of the current named plaintiffs and counsel 
apparently representing this "new class." Questions have also been asked on how 
new class will identified, whether the notice individual landowners will designate 
which they belong to, and process for determining payment beyond the base 
amount of $500 to member of this class. 

ITMA also heard concerns that even though the proposed on 
allows individuals who may have resource mismanagement claims to preserve 

their claims by opting out of the administration class, these individuals cannot opt 
of the accounting class and, therefore, may not be to obtain an accounting of 

their trust Without ability to obtain an accounting to ascertain damages 
for mismanagement by the United States, individual Indians who intend to prosecute 
their own claims will have a much more difficult path in obtaining a favorable outcome. 

ITMA has also inquiries on the incentive payments that would be paid to 
the named plaintiffs under the proposed settlement. Depending on how the proposed 
settlement is construed, the four named class representatives may all share in $15 
million, may up to $15 million, or may more than $15 million. 

of amount(s), payments will be taken of the $1.4 billion that 
will be divided among class members. Although incentive payments would 
ultimately require Court's approval, ITMA has been asked why the payments are 
being allowed in first instance, how much the payments might be, why the 
payments would come out of the settlement fund. answers to these questions are 
not apparent from the proposed settlement. 

ITMA has long been involved in efforts to address the fractionated land problems 
and has worked with Tribal government to develop options and alternatives. Some 
Tribal Governments, while commending settlement's inclusion of funding to 
purchase fractionated interests, questioned whether providing all land 
consolidation funds to the govemment will result in meaningful benefit for 
Tribes had expressed concerns that last fractionated land purchase were 
simply focused on purchasing interests and closing 11M accounts rather than purchasing 
lands that would strategically benefit Tribal use and development 

ITMA received a number of questions regarding attorney's As with the 
incentive payments, under the proposed settlement all attorneys' would be 
out of $1.4 billion that would divided among the class members. Although it was 
noted during the 16,2009, Senate Committee on Indian Affairs hearing that 






